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Abstract: Proper diagnostics of intense free-electron laser (FEL) X-ray pulses is indisputably
important for experimental data analysis as well as for the protection of beamline optical elements.
New challenges for beam diagnostic methods are introduced by modern FEL facilities capable
of delivering powerful pulses at megahertz (MHz) repetition rates. In this paper, we report
the first characterization of a defocused MHz 13.5-nm beam generated by the free-electron
laser in Hamburg (FLASH) using the method of multi-pulse desorption imprints in poly(methyl
methacrylate)(PMMA). The beam fluence profile is reconstructed in a novel and highly accurate
way that takes into account the nonlinear response of material removal to total dose delivered
by multiple pulses. The algorithm is applied to experimental data of single-shot ablation
imprints and multi-shot desorption imprints at both low (10 Hz) and high (1 MHz) repetition
rates. Reconstructed response functions show a great agreement with the theoretical desorption
response function model.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

The fast development of free-electron laser (FEL) facilities operating in EUV/X-ray regimes
contributed to great and significant discoveries which lead to a better understanding of fundamental
phenomena taking place in laser-matter interaction and other applications [1]. Many of these
processes are highly dependent on laser parameters such as pulse energy, photon energy, spot size
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and intensity in the focus, energy distribution across the beam profile, etc. Thus, for the purposes
of a proper experimental data analysis, a comprehensive description of the beam is desirable.
Several methods employing the Hartmann sensor [2,3], diffractive imaging [4–6], ptychography
[7], scanning mask methods [8], lithium fluoride crystals [9,10], and ablation/desorption imprints
[11–15] were involved or adapted for the description of short-wavelength high-intensity laser
beams.
The trend of the latest FEL development is to provide sources which are able to deliver
high-energy pulses at high repetition rate. Facilities like European XFEL [16] and its precursor
Free-electron Laser in Hamburg [17] (FLASH) are capable to generate up to 27000 and 4000
pulses per second, respectively, equally distributed in short megahertz (MHz) trains. Linac
Coherent Light Source II [18] (LCLS II) promises to deliver up to a million pulses per second
in a quasi-continuous mode of operation. The way towards such repetition rates is paved by
superconducting technology employed in the linear accelerator. Nevertheless, this progress
brings several difficulties whenever the beam is in contact with matter since by entering the
megahertz regime we approach time scales typical for heat conduction. The major risk resides
in possible local overheating and melting [19] which must be prevented for whatever device or
element implemented in the optical beamline, whether it be a beam stopper, solid attenuator,
focusing mirror or beam diagnostic tool, for example, an X-ray CCD or ablation imprint target.
Thus, damage experiments play a crucial role in the development of new optical components and
coatings.
While single pulses can be detected by several beam characterization methods mentioned
above, multiple pulses impinging a detector at a high repetition rate represent a real challenge for
any beam diagnostics. The method of ablation imprints, which is now routinely used for focus
position determination, focused beam profile characterization, focusing optics alignment, etc., is
only applicable when the peak fluence of the beam exceeds the ablation threshold of the target
material, i.e., it is suitable for exploring intense focused beams in the single-shot regime. In case
of moderate- and low-intensity beams, only a small or none part of the beam exceeds the ablation
threshold; hence a major part of beam remains unobserved. However, the intensity may still be
too high for a safe utilization of sensitive X-ray CCDs. For this purpose a method of desorption
imprints in poly(methyl methacrylate) – PMMA was developed [14,20]. PMMA is a photoresist
commonly used in EUV lithography the surface of which can be modified even at fluences far
below the single-pulse damage threshold (in the so called desorption regime) albeit accumulation
of many pulses is required to attain a reasonable imprint contrast. Contrary to ablation, which is
by definition a collective volume effect occurring at high intensities, desorption is a moderate
surface effect occurring at moderate and low intensity levels [21]. Hence the incident beam
profile including its low-intensity wings can be visualized with use of multi-pulse desorption
imprints provided that the nonlinear effect of cumulative radiation-induced hardening is taken
into account. The method of desorption imprints is applicable, for instance, in visualization of
defocused or otherwise attenuated beams.
The aim of this work is to provide a comprehensive tool which allows characterization of
short-wavelength MHz beams with use of multi-shot desorption imprints in PMMA. Fundamental
principles, conditions of use, as well as a comparison between experimental results obtained by
means of desorption and ablation imprinting are summarized in this paper introducing a novel
Nonlinear response function recovery (NoReFry) algorithm.
2.

Experimental setup

All experimental data were obtained during laser-matter interaction experiments aimed at
cumulative (multishot) sub-threshold high-repetition-rate damage testing of EUV/X-ray optical
materials. The experiment was conducted at beamline BL2 at the FLASH facility in Hamburg.
Targets were irradiated under normal incidence conditions with intense EUV quasi-monochromatic
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femtosecond pulses (maximum pulse energy: 100 µJ, central wavelength: 13.5 nm, bandwidth:
∼1%, pulse duration: ∼100 fs). All exposures were conducted in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber
(10−7 mbar) dedicated to FEL laser-matter interaction research [22,23]. The incident beam
was focused by a carbon-coated elliptical grazing incidence mirror with a focal length of 200
cm. Energy of the pulses was registered by a gas monitor detector (GMD) [24,25]. A GMD
calibration factor of (1.18 ± 0.02) and beamline transmission of 68% was taken into account
when estimating pulse energy on the target. The temporal structure of trains, delivered by the
FLASH facility, is mostly dictated by capabilities of the superconductive linear accelerator and
laser-driven injector. In a standard “open-shutter” operation, one second of the beam is composed
of ten trains each consisting of 400 pulses separated by 1 µs. This results in 4000 pulses per
second, i.e., an effective repetition rate of 4 kHz.
The laser beam was characterized 133 mm downstream from the nominal focus position. In
order to validate our results, several different approaches to beam profile measurement were
used at this position. Since the maximum achievable pulse energy still exceeded the single-shot
ablation threshold of PMMA even at the out-of-focus position, ablation imprints were created
first (single-shot operation). Secondly, with use of additional beam attenuation (gas attenuator
and thin metallic foils), desorption imprints at low repetition rate (10 Hz) were recorded (one
shot per train, 10 shots per second). Finally, the MHz beam was characterized by desorption
imprints at high repetition rate (open shutter regime). Ablation imprints were predominantly
characterized by Nomarski (DIC – differential interference contrast) microscopy whereas white
light interferometry (WLI) was used for a precise 3D scanning of both desorption and ablation
imprints.
3.

Methods and data analysis

Since the studied X-ray laser beam is non-Gaussian, the fluence scan analysis represents a good
tool for its characterization [11,13]. The fluence scan (F-scan) curve displays the fluence as a
function of the corresponding iso-fluence contour area within the beam profile. A complex 2D
beam profile is thus conveniently reduced into a 1D function. It can be extracted numerically
from the beam profile recovered from both the ablation and desorption imprint measured, for
example, by means of WLI microscopy (see A.). Alternatively, it can be derived from Nomarski
measurements of ablation contours created on PMMA surface. By normalizing the maximum of
the F-scan curve to unity, we obtain the so called normalized f-scan curve. The area below the
f-scan curve corresponds to the effective area Aeff , a beam size parameter which directly relates
the peak fluence F0 and pulse energy Epulse through a relation F0 = Epulse /Aeff .
3.1.

Methods of ablation imprints

Methods of ablation imprints originally emerged from the fact that the transverse (x − y) fluence
profile of the incident beam F(x, y) is, under certain circumstances, closely related to a 3D shape
d(x, y) of an ablation imprint in PMMA [20,26]. In a limited spectral and dynamic range, the
depth profile of the ablated crater is proportional to the logarithm of the fluence profile and,
conversely, the fluence profile can be reconstructed from the crater profile via an exponential
relation:


d(x, y)
F(x, y) = F0 f (x, y) = Fth exp
.
(1)
lat
Here lat ∼193 nm and Fth ∼ 25 mJ/cm2 represent experimentally measured absorption length
and single-shot ablation threshold fluence of used PMMA targets at the wavelength of 13.5 nm.
Peak fluence F0 represents a normalization factor which can be used to calculate the normalized
beam profile f (x, y), fulfilling the normalization condition MAX{f (x, y)} = 1. An integral of the
f (x, y) over the entire plane corresponds to the effective area of the beam. The dynamic range of
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direct beam reconstruction is limited from bottom by the ablation threshold being responsible for
clipping off low-intensity beam tails. The upper limit is connected with thermal melting leading
to a nonlinear deviation from the original exponential relation. Nevertheless, the thermal ablation
threshold was not exceeded at the out-of-focus position under study due to a limited output power
of the laser. The limitation by thermal ablation is rather relevant in the vicinity of the focus.
In order to significantly extend the dynamic and spectral range of ablation imprinting
methods, the fluence scan method was developed [11]. The method uses the fact that the
ablation contour left by the beam on the surface (d(x, y) = 0) follows an iso-fluence contour
corresponding to the threshold fluence level Fth , i.e., fulfilling the threshold boundary condition
F(x, y)|d=0 = F0 f (x, y)|d=0 = Fth which naturally follows from Eq. (1). By normalizing the
maximum of the fluence profile to unity, we obtain a boundary condition for the normalized
profile f (x, y)|d=0 = Fth /F0 = Eth /Epulse = 1/p where Eth stands for the threshold pulse energy.
Therefore, by varying the pulse energy Epulse and thus the peak-to-threshold fluence ratio p, we
can visualize contours of the beam profile at different levels of maximum. The outer ablation
contour is far less sensitive to high-intensity phenomena occurring in the center of the crater
which extends the dynamic range of ablation imprinting methods by several orders of magnitude.
Different spectral ranges can be reached by a proper choice of the target material.
The fundamental principle of the fluence scan method resides in collecting a large ensemble of
ablation imprints at a given distance from the focus and for several attenuation levels. Scanning
should be performed in the whole available intensity range, i.e., at least from the ablation
threshold of the material up to the full output power of the laser source. By plotting the inverse of
i
the pulse energy 1/Epulse
as a function of the corresponding ablation contour area Si , we obtain
a non-normalized fluence scan curve. Here index i denotes an imprint number. No ablative
damage, corresponding to zero contour area (S = 0 µm2 ), occurs at the threshold pulse energy
i
Eth . This value is important to normalize the f-scan curve f (Si ) = Eth /Epulse
from which the
effective area can be deduced by numerical integration.
3.2.

Methods of desorption imprints

Contrary to ablation imprints, desorption imprints in PMMA [20] do not exhibit the threshold
behavior which eliminates truncation of low-intensity beam wings. In order to obtain a good
imprint contrast, reasonable number of pulses (typically hundreds) must be accumulated at
the target surface and none of the incoming pulses must exceed the ablation threshold. Since
desorption imprints require a large number of pulses to be accumulated at a particular spot, good
pointing and beam shape stability and consistent laser parameters are of great importance. Using
the white-light interferometry (WLI) or atomic force microscopy (AFM), a 3D profile of the
imprint can be accurately measured and the incident beam profile can be recovered.
For low accumulated doses, the depth profile d(x, y) of the desorption imprint is nearly
proportional to the normalized fluence profile f (x, y) of the beam. As the number of accumulated
shots and the total accumulated dose increases, an effect of radiation-induced cross-linking
may incur a drop in the single-pulse etch rate since the radiation hardness of PMMA surface
rises. This is due to a formation of C=C double bonds networking together individual PMMA
chains [27–30]. Consequently, the relation between the maximum crater depth dmax and the
accumulated dose at the beam maximum ε0 (peak accumulated dose) deviates from a linear
function. Therefore, measurement of the calibration curve ε(d), an inverse of the response
function d(ε) relating the depth profile and accumulated dose profile as d(x, y) = d(ε(x, y)), is
necessary for a correct recovery of the beam profile from the imprint shape. Provided that the
pulse-to-pulse fluctuation of the fluence profile f (x, y) is negligible, the deepest point of the
crater corresponds to the global maximum of the beam profile. Hence the maximum crater
depth can be directly paired with the peak accumulated dose without prior knowledge of the
beam profile. Since the beam profile and the effective area is initially unknown, we must use the
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fact that the peak fluence F0i as well as the peak dose ε0i of the i-th pulse can be expressed in
i
/(Aeff lat ). Therefore, the peak accumulated dose
terms of pulse energy as: ε0i = F0i /lat = Epulse
Í i
ε0 = i ε0 is proportional to the total accumulated energy delivered by individual pulses of
i
energy Epulse
. Hence, without loss of generality, the calibration curve can be constructed from
measured total accumulated energies and the corresponding maximum crater depths derived from
WLI measurements. By increasing the number of accumulated pulses, i.e., total accumulated
energy, very large dynamic range can be covered. Finally, the beam profile and its effective area
can be deduced from calibrated depth profiles.
3.3.

Nonlinear response function recovery

The above described approach of ε(d) curve retrieval omits a large portion of imprint profile
data points as it uses only the deepest point. Therefore, a novel Nonlinear response function
recovery (NoReFry) algorithm was developed to extract the calibration curve to a much higher
accuracy. The algorithm requires several (N ≥ 2) desorption imprints created by a varied number
of pulses, i.e., at different peak accumulated doses. In fact, the algorithm solves the equation
d(x, y) = d(ε0 f (x, y)) to retrieve both the (inverse) response function and fluence profile f (x, y).
The algorithm is based on two assumptions. First, the response function d(ε) is a monotonically
increasing function of accumulated dose which implies that a single value of depth can be
uniquely attributed to a single value of dose, irrespective of the single-pulse intensity. Second,
an iso-depth contour geometrically coincides with the beam iso-fluence (or, in case of multiple
accumulated pulses, iso-dose) contour of the same area. The latter assumption makes it possible
to uniquely assign an iso-depth contour of area S to a normalized fluence f (S). Complex 2D
problem can be thus reduced to finding a solution of 1D equation d(S) = d(ε0 f (S)).
The two-dimensional depth profile of the n-th imprint dn (x, y) can be numerically reshaped
and sorted into a monotonically decreasing function dn (S; εn ), the so called depth scan or
d-scan, where S indicates an area of a given iso-depth contour and εn = ε0,n the corresponding
peak accumulated dose. Figure 1 shows the principle of the algorithm illustrated with two
depth scans d1 (S; ε1 ) and d2 (S; ε2 ) representing two desorption imprints created by different
numbers of pulses, i.e., different accumulated doses. Let us denote the maximum depths as
dmax 1 = d1 (0; ε1 ) = d1 and dmax 2 = d2 (0; ε2 ) = d2 . These two points can be directly involved
in the calibration curve as points R1 (d1 , ε1 ) and R2 (d2 , ε2 ). Furthermore, point F1 (0, 1) can be
added for free as the iso-fluence contour area is zero (S1 = 0) and the normalized fluence is
f (0) = 1 at the beam maximum. More points of the fluence scan and the calibration curve can be
obtained by a walk through the composite depth scan plot and sequential application of the 1st
and 2nd assumption of the algorithm. In the following we denote the vertex points of the path
through the d-scan plot as Pi (Sk , dj ; εj ) and the recovered points of the calibration and fluence
scan curve as Rj (dj , εj ) and Fk (Sk , fk ), respectively. Starting at point P2 (S1 , d2 ; ε2 ) and applying
the 1st assumption, we immediately find the point P3 (S2 , d2 ; ε2 ) at the same depth and hence at
the same dose, but at different iso-depth contour S2 . Consequently, using the 2nd assumption,
we can relate the two known peak doses at the point P3 via an equation ε2 = ε1 f (S2 ) and get
the next f-scan point F2 (S2 , ε2 /ε1 ). Using the 2nd assumption again, we can assign the dose
ε3 = ε2 f (S2 ) = ε22 /ε1 to the point P4 (S2 , d3 ; ε3 ) occurring at the identical iso-contour S2 but at
different depth d3 than the point P3 . This step provides us the next point of the calibration curve
R3 (d3 , ε3 ), closes the iteration loop, and brings us back to the initial situation from which another
iteration loop can start. In fact, values of the calibration and f-scan curve derived from two
j−1 j−2
d-scans follow a sequence εj = ε(dj ) = ε2 /ε1 and fk = f (Sk ) = εk /ε1 = (ε2 /ε1 )k−1 . A larger
set of d-scans naturally improves precision of the calibration and f-scan curve as the density of
derived points gets much higher. A general mathematical description of the NoReFry algorithm
is detailed in B.
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Fig. 1. Principle of the NoReFry algorithm illustrated with two desorption imprints, further
explained in the main text.

It should be noted that this new algorithm is applicable not only in nonlinear response recovery
of a desorbing target, but also in other situations where the response function monotonically
but nonlinearly increases with the accumulated or single-pulse dose, e.g., a fluorescence signal
acquired from an exposed LiF crystal [9] or luminescence signal from a saturating Ce:YAG
screen [31]. In a very similar manner, the NoReFry algorithm can be applied to a set of ablation
imprints in PMMA created by single pulses of a varied energy.
3.4.

Response function model

An application of the desorption calibration curve to a real depth profile requires an assumption
that the desorbed depth is solely a function of the total deposited dose irrespective of the fluence
(intensity) carried by individual pulses. This in other words means that N pulses of equal peak
fluence are supposed to incur the same effect as, for example, 2N pulses which are twice weaker.
This interaction regime can be designated as deep desorption regime. Evidently, such assumption
is valid in a certain fluence range as for large fluences the interaction enters the ablation regime,
as reported in [20].
For the purposes of beam profile reconstruction, the recovered calibration or the response
curve must be interpolated with a suitable analytic function. Here we use the PMMA desorption
model reported by Burian et al. [30]. Since the properties of the desorbing PMMA gradually
change during the exposure, the history of the process determines its future. In order to model
this non-Markovian process, the authors took into account the radiation hardness as well as a
gradual longitudinal shift of the absorption surface (induced by material removal) both increasing
with the accumulated dose. The model difference equation is detailed in C. [Eq. (18)]. Assuming
the dose increment is small, we can express the model with an integro-differential equation
[Eq. (19)] which is, however, still difficult to be solved analytically. Hence we must take a step
towards an approximate solution by neglecting the shift of the absorption surface which gives an
analytic solution in terms of the exponential integral E1 (·):


∆˜
D
d(ε) = lat κ̃0 ε + [E1 (γ̃ε) + ln (γ̃ε) − γ̃ε + Γ] .
(2)
γ̃
Here the parameter Γ = 0.5772156649 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Even though this
approximate model excellently interpolates the response function, we must keep in mind that
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the parameters with tildes, i.e., the initial (cold) desorption efficiency rate κ̃0D , the hardening
rate γ̃, and the maximum relative decrease of the desorption efficiency rate ∆˜ may to some
extent deviate from the original parameters κ0D , γ, and ∆ as defined in Eq. (18). A verification fit
of the relation (2) to a test dataset generated with use of Eq. (18) confirms a deviation of 5%
for κ̃0D and ∆˜ parameters and 20% for γ̃ parameter assuming an attenuation length of 193 nm.
Applying the inverse of the above formula to the crater profile d(x, y), a relative fluence profile
F(x, y) ∼ E(d(x, y, )) can be recovered.
The model response function for non-thermal single-pulse ablation imprints immediately
follows from Eq. (1) as:
 
ε
d(ε) = lat ln
,
(3)
εth
where the dose and threshold dose is related to the local fluence and threshold fluence as ε = F/lat
and εth = Fth /lat , respectively.
4.

Results and discussion

Three different operation modes of the FLASH, namely, single-pulse operation, 10-Hz lowrepetition rate operation, and 1-MHz high-repetition rate operation, were studied with imprinting
methods. Nomarski images of the corresponding imprints are summarized in Figs. 2(a)–(i).

Fig. 2. (a)–(c) Nomarski images of ablation imprints at different beam attenuation levels.
(d)–(f) Nomarski images of desorption imprints (low rep. rate) at one attenuation level
but for different numbers of accumulated pulses. (g)–(i) Nomarski images of desorption
imprints (MHz rep. rate) at one attenuation level but for different numbers of accumulated
pulses/trains.

Maximum fluence of a non-attenuated pulse at the position 133 mm downstream from the
focus was estimated to be approx. 110 mJ/cm2 . Since this value exceeds the ablation threshold
of PMMA, ablation imprints can be to some limited extent used at this moderate-intensity
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out-of-focus position even though a major part of the beam remains unseen. In order to obtain the
fluence scan, irradiations were done at full power (T = 100%), with the gas attenuator (T = 80%),
and with both the gas attenuator (T = 80%) and 203 nm thick zirconium filter (T=41%) resulting
in T = 33%. Obtained imprints were analyzed by Nomarski and WLI microscopy. Nomarski
images of ablative imprints created at three different attenuation levels in the single-shot mode
of operation are shown in Figs. 2(a)–(c). Fine structures such as rings and fringes originate
at beamline optics, therefore, their position remains almost unchanged from shot to shot. The
intense vertical fringes are speckles originating at small surface imperfections of the grazing
incidence focusing mirror.
To visualize the incident beam profile including its wings, desorption imprints at low repetition
rate were created. Nomarski micrographs of desorption imprints, where various numbers of single
pulses were accumulated at low 10-Hz repetition rate, are shown in Figs. 2(d)–(f). To attenuate
the beam below the single-shot damage threshold of PMMA, a combination of two zirconium
foils (Zr 296.1 nm + Zr 296.1 nm) was used. Total transmission of this filter combination was
measured as T=6.7%. It should be noted that zirconium effectively blocks higher harmonics
which are to some extent present in the beam. Depth profiles of desorbed imprints were examined
with use of WLI.
In order to enhance the contrast of desorption imprints, the PMMA target was irradiated in the
open shutter regime running at the repetition rate of 1 MHz/10 Hz. Various numbers of single
trains (each train contains 400 single pulses mutually separated by 1 µs) were accumulated on
PMMA surface. In this mode of operation, solid attenuators must not be exposed to the full
beam power otherwise the accumulated heat would immediately lead to melting of the metallic
foil. Hence the gas attenuator was employed to reduce the FEL output power down to 2.64% of
the full power. PMMA exposures were conducted with two configurations of solid attenuators
either suppressing or enhancing the relative content of the third harmonic (λ3rd = 4.5 nm) in
the FEL beam. Spectrum of the FEL radiation intrinsically contains an on-axis third harmonic
compound since its amplification is allowed during the SASE process. Usually, the energy
carried by the 3rd harmonic is low compared to the fundamental compound (E3rd /E1st ∼1%).
However, optical components such as mirrors, gratings and attenuators may considerably vary
the T3rd /T1st transmission ratio. In order to quantify the effect of the 3rd harmonic on the
desorption process, we employed 101 nm thick aluminium foil to enhance its relative content
(T1st = 4.4%, T3rd = 47%) and two niobium foils with thicknesses of 197 nm and 384 nm to
reduce its content to negligible values (T1st = 6.0%, T3rd = 0.001%). Total transmission of the
fundamental frequency through a combination of gas and solid attenuator was 0.12% for the
aluminium foil and 0.16% for niobium foils. Nomarski micrographs of desorption imprints
created with use of niobium filters are shown in Figs. 2(g)–(i). Effects of the 3rd harmonic are
discussed below.
The NoReFry algorithm was applied to WLI data of the four datasets under study, i.e., to
the PMMA ablation (34 profiles), 10-Hz PMMA desorption (5 profiles), and 1-MHz PMMA
desorption without (8 profiles) and with (9 profiles) the 3rd harmonic. For brevity we denote
these datasets as “ablation”, “slow desorption”, “fast desorption (no 3rd )”, and “fast desorption
(with 3rd )”, respectively. In total, 2000 iterations were performed for each data ensemble to
ensure the convergence. The sum of point variances generated as a byproduct of an averaging
process described in the B. was used to track the convergence. The average relative variance of
normalized fluence and dose did not exceed 18% and 9%, respectively. Figure 3 displays retrieved
fluence scan curves (dense scatter plots) and Nomarski measurements of ablation (iso-fluence)
contour areas (solid circles). Figure 4 depicts response function curves as recovered by the code
(dense scatter plots), maximum profiles depth as a function of peak dose (circles), and model fits
(dashed black lines) utilizing Eqs. (2) and (3).
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Fig. 3. Fluence scan curves recovered by the NoReFry algorithm for PMMA ablation
(orange scatter plot), slow desorption (green scatter plot), fast desorption with (red scatter
plot) and without (blue scatter plot) the 3rd harmonic. Orange solid circles depict the
Nomarski measurement of ablation contour areas. The inset shows a detail of one of the
confidence bands which were not plotted for better readability.

Fig. 4. Response function curves recovered by the NoReFry algorithm for PMMA ablation
(orange scatter plot), slow PMMA desorption (green scatter plot), fast PMMA desorption
with (red scatter plot) and without (blue scatter plot) the 3rd harmonic. Orange, green, red,
and blue solid circles indicate maximum depths of imprints involved in the recovery process.
Finally, solid black lines represent model function fits. Inset shows a close-up of the ablation
data showing the threshold behavior of the ablation process.

Response function curves in Fig. 4 were recovered in relative units of total accumulated energy.
Absolute calibration was done based on known absolute beamline transmission and upon the
retrieval of the effective area from each desorption dataset and attenuation length from the
ablation dataset. Effective areas and error bars were determined by a numerical integration of
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fluence scan curves plotted in Fig. 3 with the aid of the Monte Carlo method: averaged f-scans
were randomly varied within a confidence band (see inset in Fig. 3) normally distributed around
their curves where the 1-sigma width was in every point determined by a standard deviation of
the average. In total 20000 realizations were generated for each f-scan curve. Retrieved effective
areas as well as parameters of fitted curves in Fig. 4 are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Derived effective areas and fitted model parameters.

Effective area:

Model parameters
Eq. (2)

Model parameters
Eq. (3)
a An

Ablation

Slow desorption

Fast desorption
(no 3rd )

Fast desorption
(with 3rd )

(33900 ± 2600)a

(52500 ± 5300)

(62100 ± 6200)

(48500 ± 5500)

κ̃0D [cm3 /kJ]

—

0.0154

0.0123

0.0133

γ̃
∆˜ [1]

—

0.0655

0.0266

0.0195

—

0.816

0.853

1.0

lat [nm]

192.6

—

—

—

εth [kJ/cm3 ]

1.28

—

—

—

Aeff [µm2 ]

[cm3 /kJ]

area below an incomplete f-scan curve clipped at the level of f = 0.21.

Fluence scan curves shown in Fig. 3 follow a very similar trend although the effective areas
may from various reasons exhibit some differences. Evidently, the effective area as derived from
the fast desorption (no 3rd ) dataset exceeds the values determined from other desorption data.
Depth profiles of representative imprints, as measured by means of white-light interferometry,
and normalized beam profiles recovered with use of fitted response functions (calibration curves)
are displayed in Fig. 5. A closer look at the recovered (calibrated) beam profiles (Figs. 5(f)–(h))
reveals that the contrast of vertical fringes was reduced and their width was increased in this
particular case (Fig. 5(g)) causing an increase of the effective area. The beam profile retrieved
from the desorption dataset affected by the 3rd harmonic shows signs of clipping (see Fig. 5(h))
caused by a retainer ring supporting the aluminium attenuator. This makes its effective area the
least from all studied cases. The f-scan curve derived from the ablation dataset is only partial due
to a small dynamic range limited by the maximum attainable laser power. Therefore, owing to the
threshold clipping, the numerical integral below the curve underestimates the beam effective area
as it represents only a fraction of the real beam spot area. For the purposes of PMMA ablation
threshold evaluation, we assume that effective areas related to ablation and slow desorption
datasets are equal since the measurements were done during the same experimental day and the
resultant fluence scans are nearly identical within the attainable dynamic range of the ablation
imprints method. To demonstrate a good agreement of ablation and desorption imprint methods,
contour area measurements, as determined from Nomarski micrographs, are plotted in Fig. 3.
All desorption response functions shown if Fig. 4 exhibit a very similar behavior albeit under
distinct beam conditions which validates the reliability and robustness of the method. In the
case of slow (10 Hz) and fast (1 MHz) desorption with no 3rd harmonic content, the curves are
nearly identical despite a significant difference between repetition rates and beam intensity. This
indicates that high-repetition-rate effects, such as local overheating, do not play a crucial role at
moderate intensities. Furthermore, material removal in the deep desorption regime exhibits a
dominant dose but negligible intensity dependence. Data presented in Fig. 4 and Table 1 confirm
that an increased content of higher harmonics can have an effect on the desorption process.
Evidently, an enhanced content of the 3rd harmonic causes a steeper rise of the response function
(red scatter plot in Fig. 4), i.e., more efficient desorption. This is due to the fact that the total
deposited dose involves an unknown additional fraction of energy carried by the 3rd harmonic
which is, however, not involved in the absolute dose calibration. Adding this portion of energy
would stretch the dose axis of the red scatter plot making the three desorption response functions
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Fig. 5. WLI depth profiles of an ablation imprint (a), low-repetition-rate (slow) desorption
imprint (b), high-repetition-rate (fast) desorption imprint without (c) and with (d) 3rd
harmonic content. (e)–(h) Corresponding beam profiles recovered using the calibration
curves (inverse response functions), retrieved by the NoReFry algorithm and fitted with
model functions (2) and (3). All images are in the same measuring scale. Color scales
indicate the maximum depth (from 0 nm to 303 nm) and normalized intensity (from 0 to 1)
scale for the corresponding row.

nearly overlapped. Another finding on 3rd harmonic effects follows from model function fits
summarized in Table 1. Even though the exponential integral model given by Eq. (2) provides
rather a qualitative description of the desorption process, the ∆˜ parameter closer to unity indicates
a more efficient radiation-induced hardening. An explanation resides in the attenuation length of
4.5-nm radiation in PMMA (lat,3rd = 2.63 µm) penetrating much deeper than the fundamental
frequency (lat,1st = 190.8 nm) [32] and thus pre-hardening the material. The response function of
the ablation process was added to Fig. 4 to visualize its noticeable distinction from desorption
response. Inset details the ablation response curve on its own dose scale to emphasize the
threshold behavior. Fitting the model function (3) on the ablation data gives an attenuation
length of 192.6 nm being in a perfect agreement with the tabulated value [32]. Resultant ablation
threshold dose 1.28 kJ/cm3 corresponds to threshold fluence of 24.6 mJ/cm2 which is in a good
agreement with in-focus measurements [11].
Table 2 shows effective areas and 4-sigma diameters in both horizontal (x) and vertical (y)
directions corresponding to recovered beam profiles shown in Fig. 5. Obviously, values derived
from the ablation imprint are underestimated due to the clipping. Effective area values listed in
Table 2 very well correspond to values summarized in Table 1 which confirms consistency of the
results. A comparison of 4-sigma diameters provides a more detailed insight into possible causes
of discrepancy between the fast desorption (no 3rd ) and other two desorption measurements.
Diameters in vertical direction are in a good agreement whereas the horizontal diameter, as
determined from the fast desorption (no 3rd ) imprint, exceeds the other two indicating an
anisotropic beam broadening in the direction perpendicular to speckle fringes. Provided that
beamline and beam conditions remained unchanged in both cases of fast desorption, especially,
in terms of spatial beam stability, coherence, vibrations of optics, etc., we may attribute the
discrepancy to solid attenuators which were the only modified beamline elements. As evident
in Fig. 5(h), the beam clipping is responsible for the effective area reduction, in this particular
case by less than 10%. On the other hand, fringe contrast lowering observable in Fig. 5(g)
can be attributed to small non-uniformities of niobium foils. Introducing local intensity and
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wavefront distortions into the beam can result in blurring of fine beam structures and increase of
the effective area. This was confirmed with use of an X-ray CCD camera, located far downstream
the focus, not only for niobium but also for zirconium foils whereas aluminium foils did not
introduce much beam distortions as shown in Fig. 8 (D.). Furthermore, it should be noted that
out-of-focus beam parameters, especially the effective area, can be very sensitive to a specific
beam and beamline condition, for example, mode structure and position of the source, beam
pointing, position of mirrors and apertures. All these properties can to some extent vary on
the day-to-day basis. Comparing the beam profiles derived from imprints created on different
experimental days, i.e., from slow desorption (Fig. 5(f)) and fast desorption (Fig. 5(g)) imprints,
we find distinct positions of beam maxima albeit the overall beam profile is very similar. This
indicates a changed beam pointing representing the main contribution to effective area and
4σ-diameter discrepancy between these two cases.
Table 2. Spot sizes (effective areas Aeff and 4-sigma diameters 4σx and 4σy ) determined from
recovered beam profiles.

[µm2 ]

Ablationa

Slow desorption

Fast desorption (no 3rd )

Fast desorption (with 3rd )

34600

49300

64300

48900

4σx [µm]

311

419

467

405

4σy [µm]

303

475

471

461

Aeff

a Beam

5.

profile clipped at the normalized fluence level of 0.23.

Conclusions

Attenuated defocused megahertz ultrashort EUV beams with intensities below the single-shot
ablation threshold of PMMA have been characterized with a method of desorption imprints.
Because of the nonlinear dependence between material removal and total deposited doses, the
Nonlinear response function recovery (NoReFry) algorithm has been developed, capable of
both the material response function and the f-scan curve recovery. Reconstructed beam profiles
and fluence scan curves provide a deep and detailed insight into the laser beamline identifying
origins of real features often occurring in FEL beams like interference fringes, speckles and beam
cropping. Such a detailed knowledge supports conduction of laser-matter interaction experiments
utilizing realistic non-Gaussian laser beams. We have also shown that parasitic effects of the
3rd harmonic, intrinsically present in the FEL spectra, can be suppressed by a proper choice of
attenuators. It should be noted that the robustness and universality of the NoReFry algorithm
enables its application in other beam characterization methods employing sensing elements with
a nonlinear response. Moreover, a great reproducibility of the reconstructed response functions
obtained under distinct beam conditions will possibly allow using PMMA desorption as an
absolutely calibrated dosimeter. More tests with other laser sources at different photon energies
and beam conditions are nevertheless needed for a practical utilization.
Appendix A. Extraction of an f-scan curve from the fluence profile
A 2D fluence profile can be converted to a (non)normalized f-scan curve with use of the following
algorithm. First, the fluence profile F(x, y) must be sampled onto a regular square (rectangular)
grid with the pixel area ∆S . Second, the corresponding matrix Fi,j must be reformed into a
vector form Fk and sorted in descending order. This follows from the fact that the fluence scan
curve is always a monotonically decreasing function of the iso-fluence contour area. Finally, the
sequence {Sk , Fk } = {k∆S , Fk } is the non-normalized F-scan from which the normalized f-scan
curve emerges as {Sk , fk } = {k∆S , Fk /F0 }.
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Appendix B. Nonlinear response function recovery algorithm
The algorithm can be conveniently and generally implemented with use of a matrix formalism
for an arbitrary number of d-scan curves. Input data of the code are represented by an ensemble
of N ≥ 2 two-dimensional depth profiles dn (x, y) and corresponding peak accumulated doses ε0,n .
The depth profile can be implemented as a matrix of real dimensions sx = R∆x and sy = C∆y
where R and C are numbers of rows and columns and ∆x and ∆y are dimensions of a single pixel.
The profile matrix can be reshaped and sorted in descending order into a monotonically decreasing
row vector dn of length RC where the k-th component of the d-scan vector dkn represents a depth
of an iso-depth contour with area Sk = k∆x ∆y . Let us construct a resampled composite depth
scan matrix Di,j and its element-by-element inverse D−1
i,j out of N depth scan curves sorted in
ascending order with respect to ε0,n as:
∀n ∈ {1, . . . N}, k ∈ {0, . . . (RC − 1)} :
(
dn
ε0,n ↔ i = b ∆kd ∧ j =c ∆SkS ∧ i>0
Di,j =
0; otherwise
(
1
⇔ Di,j >0
−1
Di,j = Di,j
.
0; otherwise

,

(4)

(5)

Here ∆d and ∆S are requested sampling intervals for depth and area, respectively, and b·c
represents the floor function. Within the d-scan matrix each particular d-scan curve is weighted
by the corresponding peak accumulated dose. In rare cases, pixels shared by several d-scans
are weighted by the maximum value of ε0,n falling into the pixel since the values are sorted in
ascending order. An example of a composite d-scan matrix created from 7 d-scans is shown in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. A composite d-scan matrix constructed from 7 d-scan curves. The only non-zero
elements of the matrix are total accumulated energies, proportional to peak accumulated
doses ε0,n , at positions defined by the set of N = 7 depth scans. The inset shows a section of
the d-scan matrix in detail.
avg

avg

In the following, we introduce an average dose (εi )m and f-scan (fj )m vector where the index
m stands for the iteration number and numbers of vector elements correspond to the numbers of
rows and columns of the d-scan matrix, respectively. Furthermore, we introduce sum (εisum )m ,
f
(fjsum )m and counter (ciε )m , (cj )m vectors and auxiliary variables identifying nonzero values in
D . In fact, the first column of the d-scan matrix
average vectors (ziε )m , (zj )m and d-scan matrix Zi,j
f
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Di,0 contains peak accumulated doses of all participating imprints which initializes the average
dose vector (see the blue curve in Fig. 7 which, according to Eq. (6), represents the initial ansatz
of the calibration curve). The complete initialization procedure (the 0th iteration) reads:

avg 
εi 0 = εisum 0 = Di,0




(6)
avg
and fj
= fjsum = 0,
0


ziε 0

0

(

avg 
1 ⇔ εi 0 >0
=
0; otherwise

(7)

 
f
and zj = 0,
0

(

D
Zi,j

=

1 ⇔ Di,j >0
,
0; otherwise


ciε 0 = ziε 0
 
f
and cj = 0.

Di,j D−1
i,j

=

(8)

(9)

0

Fig. 7. Calibration curve and fluence scan (inset) after 0, 1, and 100 iterations.

In general, the (m + 1) iteration loop can be implemented as the following ordered list of
operations:




Õ
avg 
fjsum
= fjsum +
εi m D−1
(10)
i,j ,
m+1

 
f
cj

m

m+1






avg
fj
m+1

=







i

 
Õ 
f
D
= cj +
ziε m Zi,j
,

fjsum
 
f
cj

m


m+1
m+1

 
f
c0

(11)

i
m+1

(f0sum )m+1

 
f
⇔ cj

m+1

>0



 0; otherwise



(
avg
 
1
⇔
f
>0
f
j
m+1
zj
=
,
m+1
0; otherwise

Õ


avg
εisum m+1 = εisum m +
fj
Di,j ,
j

m+1

,

(12)

(13)
(14)
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ciε



m+1

= ciε



m+

Õ 
f
zj
j

m+1

D
Zi,j
,

(15)

sum



 (εi ε )m+1 ⇔ cε

i m+1 >0
,
= (ci )m+1

 0; otherwise

(
avg 
1 ⇔ εi m+1 >0
ε
zi m+1 =
.
0; otherwise

avg 
εi m+1

(16)

(17)
avg

avg

Based on the quality of input data and the d-scan matrix, average vectors (εi )m and (fj )m ,
as defined in (16) and (12), tend to converge to a result within few tens to hundreds iterations
avg
as shown in Fig. 7. In order to prevent a drift of the (f0 )m value from unity, a normalization
is applied in (12) in each iteration loop. The convergence of the algorithm can be tracked, for
avg
avg
example, by evaluating a sum of variances of each averaged value in vectors (εi )m and (fj )m .
Appendix C. Desorption response function model
The process of PMMA desorption induced by a sequence of many X-ray laser pulses can be
locally described by the following difference equation [30]:
 Í




di −dn−1
i



ε
exp
−
exp
−γ
− 1 ª




©
n=0 n
l
at
® ,


(18)
di+1 − di = lat κ0D εi+1 1 − ∆ 1 +
®
Íi


d
−d


γ n=0 εn exp − i latn−1


«
¬

where ε0 = 0 and d−1 = d0 = 0. Parameters γ, κ0D , and ∆ stand for the hardening rate, the
initial (cold) desorption efficiency rate and its maximum relative decrease (ranging from 0 to 1),
respectively. The summation in the exponential tracks the history of the process up to the i-th
pulse which determines an increment of the local depth di upon the arrival of the next (i + 1)
pulse adding a local dose εi+1 . Assuming the dose increments εi are equal and small, we can
express the response function with the following integro-differential equation:
 
 ∫ε






du − 1 ª
exp −γ 0 exp − d(ε)−d(u)




©
lat
0
D
® .


(19)
d (ε) = lat κ0 1 − ∆ 1 +
∫
®
ε
d(ε)−d(u)




γ
du
exp
−


lat
0
«
¬

The assumption of no longitudinal shift of the absorption surface with the deposited dose is
analogous to a special case of extremely large attenuation length lat  d reducing the exponential
in the integral to unity. This reduces the integro-differential Eq. (19) to a solvable differential
equation.
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Appendix D. Metallic attenuation foils

Fig. 8. Images of the EUV beam passing through different filter materials as captured by
X-ray CCD camera located farther downstream the focus. The beam passing through 198
nm thick aluminium foil (a) evinces only minor signs of scattering and fringe blurring. CCD
data for 101-nm Al foil, which was used in the experiment, is not available, however, all
tested aluminium foils appear to be of very good quality. Evidently, zirconium 296 nm (b)
as well as niobium 384 nm (c) foils introduce small distortions making the fringes blurry. In
all three cases an additional Al 200 nm foil was added to match the dynamic range of the
CCD. All images are in the same scale.
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